Watson’s
TILES DE SANTA FE
HANDMADE FLOOR TILE
19 YEARS IN SANTA FE

Call or write for free brochure or samples:
P.O. Box 3767, Santa Fe, NM 87501-0767

505-455-7466

— BUY AMERICAN —

If you can think it... we can glaze it.
New Mexico’s specialty glazing experts.
• SureSeal™ skin glazing can do any geometric shape, slopes or vertical
• You determine the glazing you want Low-E, Heat Mirror, solar tints
• Components only or installed

Brother Sun / US Sky
2907 Agua Fria, Santa Fe, NM 87501
1-800-323-5017 • FAX 505-471-5437
505-471-5157

Call or Fax us for quotes, bids, and design assistance

WHH
W.H. HARLAN & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Noise Control Systems

“When Quiet Is Important”

Music Practice Rooms
High Pressure Pipe Insolation
Broadcast
Welding Screens
Video Productions
Panel Absorbers
Personnel Enclosures
Baffles
Noise Barriers
Quilted Faced Fiberglass Absorbers
Noise Control Curtains
Damping Compounds

Post Office Box 37260
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87176
(505) 275-1415
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